2016 EMS and Fire Territories in Jefferson County, WV

- County Fire Stations
- Regional Fire Agencies
- Emergency Services Agency
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City Boundaries

2016 First Due Fire Territories

- Co 1 Friendship
- Co 2 Citizens
- Dual CC1/JC2
- Co 3 Shepherdstown
- Co 4 Independent
- Dual BC60/JC3
- Co 5 Blue Ridge Mountain
- Co 5-1 BRM Substation
- Co 6 Middleway
- Dual BC60/JC6
- Dual CC1/JC6
- Co 7 Bakerton
- Co 8
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Jefferson County's 9-1-1 Center uses Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology to service real territory when dispatching emergency calls for service. The GIS development service areas based on the CAD QuickCall Routes...